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Dear Friend, 

Mainstream media, academia and the current U.S. Administration may 

gloss over the facts, but you and I know that America is at war. Not a 

shadow war. Not a proxy war. 

Western values are currently under attack by those who want to buttress the 

Free World's enemies in the Middle East at the expense of its true ally, 

Israel. As a result, America's position in the region is being eroded while 

the values of liberty, human rights and basic decency are being trampled at 

home. 

American troops are under attack in Iraq and Syria. In the last six weeks, 

the Pentagon counted 73 attacks by Iranian proxies against US forces, 

resulting in more than 60 casualties. Meanwhile, in the Red Sea, US Navy 

ships shoot down Iranian missiles and repel Iran-backed armed pirates. 

American military and economic interests are under attack by the nefarious 

alliance involving Iran, China, Russia and North Korea. 

Gatestone Institute's daily reporting and analysis bring these issues and their 

interconnected nature to the surface. Doing so requires clear and 

independent research that is unapologetic and uncompromising in its quest 

for the truth. 

Your contribution (U.S. tax-deductible) will help produce content that 

exposes the truth about the dangers we face, and empower the citizens of 
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the West to use that knowledge to influence policy and change our countries 

and the world for the better. 

Thanks to a generous patron, all donations to Gatestone's "Under 

Attack" campaign will be matched. By donating now, your donation will 

be worth double. 

The greatest power we have, as always, is the voice of the people. Let's 

make our voice heard! 

Please make a donation today. 

With warmest thanks, 

 

Nina Rosenwald 

President, Gatestone Institute 

Gatestone Institute  

14 East 60 St., Suite 705, New York, NY 10022 
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